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Ermenegildo Zegna
"Elegant Styling"

by Maegan Tintari

+34 93 215 0006

Strolling along the famous Passeig de Gràcia, entering a luxurious store
like Ermenegildo Zegna, you know that this is the place to find clothes for
men with that distinctive touch. Impeccable suits tailored in the most
elegant styles there's no missing that we're dealing with exclusive design
and high-quality clothing. There are stylish shirts and silk ties that
complement masterfully the perfectly-tailored jackets. If elegance is your
game this is the place for you.
www.zegna.com/

barneze@zegnaermenegild
o.it

passeig de Gràcia 29-31,
Barcelona

Furest
"Fashion for Gentlemen Since 1898"

by Public Domain

Founded in 1898, this is one of Barcelona's most prestigious men's
clothing stores. Furest has been supplying Spanish royals with clothing
and accessories for years. They stock their own distinctive brand as well
as famous national and international designers. There are suits, shirts,
socks, underwear, pajamas, jackets, coats, shoes, ties and even
accessories like perfume, bill folds and diaries. Everything is stylish,
elegant and of the highest quality. Although the other outlets on the city
sell women's garments, this store is exclusively for men.

+34 93 301 2000

www.furest.com/tienda-paseo-degracia

Passeig de Gràcia 12-14, Hotel Cram,
Barcelona

Lacoste
"Sports Clothing For The Family"

by Yann Forget

+34 93 487 1527

No man or woman's wardrobe is complete without at least a few of the
sporty items designed by Lacoste. The fabric they use is instantly
recognizable and their designs have made it all over the world thanks to
their originality and simplicity. The little crocodile with the gaping jaws
has got to be one of the most imitated designs in the world! Of course,
they're most famous for their polo shirts, so come on in and take a look at
the incredible display of attractive colors they come in. More than
anything, the faithful clients of Lacoste appreciate the high quality of the
clothing; one can be sure that you'll be wearing your favorite crocodile for
years to come and their designs never go out of style. There's a wide
range of sports clothing as well for lovers of tennis and golf, among other
sports.
www.lacoste.com

rambla de Catalunya 72, Barcelona

Aramis
"Distinguished Clothing"
This refined boutique in L'Eixample is your best bet, if you're looking
classic wardrobe staples in the city. From elegant dresses to dapper suits
and classic cuts, the boutique's collection is sure to appeal. Also on offer
is a fine selection of accessories as well as flowing coats for the ladies.
Drop in for a stylish wardrobe makeover.
by Public Domain

+34 93 215 1669

Rambla de Catalunya 103, Barcelona
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